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1: Data Corp Solutions needs a remote replication Exchange Solution. Currently the company is supporting 800 users and are expected to grow to 1600 users by next year. Four Storage Groups will be used to manage the user mailboxes. RPO is 20 minutes and the sites are five miles apart connected by two T1 connections. Which solution would best fit its requirement?
A. Create a MirrorView/A solution using Consistency Groups. Set the update interval to 10 minutes
B. Create a MirrorView/S solution dividing their LUNs between SPA and SPB using Consistency Groups
C. Create a MirrorView/S solution placing all LUNs for an Exchange Storage Group on either SPA or SPB
D. Create an Incremental SAN Copy solution dividing their LUNs between SPA and SPB, starting copies at 20 minute intervals
Correct Answers: A

2: MMC routinely uses MirrorView replication between two data centers. The company currently uses the Write Intent Log feature on both arrays. Recently, when the primary data center suffered a major outage, production workload was transferred to the remote data center. When MMC failed back the production workload to the production data center, the company experienced full re-synchronizations of all its MirrorView LUNs. Why did this situation occur?
A. The Write Intent Log information is nonrelevant after the MirrorView secondary images have been promoted to primary images
B. The Write Intent Log information is stored on the SP cache and it was lost during the major outage of the production data center
C. The Write Intent Log information was never transferred from the production data center to the remote data center after the major outage
D. The Write Intent Log information was lost on the production data center during the outage and a full re-synchronization of all the LUNs was required
Correct Answers: A

3: What is required to use the CLARiiON ktrace utility?
A. EMCRemote
B. Navisphere CLI
C. Navisphere Analyzer
D. Navisphere Manager
Correct Answers: A

4: NLP Farm, Inc wishes to use SAN Copy to transfer data between CLARiiONs at two sites. When NLP tries to choose the destination LUN from Navisphere Manager, no LUNs appear in the list. When NLP uses the CLI, the company can create and start a SAN Copy Session, but it always fails just prior to completion. What do you check first?
A. Verify that the target LUN is not a metaLUN
B. Verify that Source and Target LUN IDs match
C. Verify that the LUNs are of the same RAID type
D. Check the LUN size, in blocks, of the Source and Target LUNs

**Correct Answers: D**

5: A customer is running a high utilization Microsoft File Server connected to a SAN with Dual HBAs. This server needs to be backed up to a SAN attached tape library. The customer is running the required software to do the SAN backups. However, the customer is concerned about performance while backing up the data. Which two [2] immediate solutions can be proposed?
A. Backup the data over the LAN
B. Perform a Disk based backup
C. Use Clones as the backup source
D. Use direct attached tape based backup
E. Add a third HBA and zone it with the SAN tape library

**Correct Answers: C E**

6: SP Cache High and Low Watermarks usually differ by what percentage?
A. 10 %
B. 20 %
C. 30 %
D. 40 %

**Correct Answers: B**

7: SIME fails to replicate the DBs on the production host. Which steps allow the job to complete?
A. Clear any -1018,1019, and -1022 errors in production host system log and restart the job
B. Clear any -1018,1019, and -1022 errors in the production host application log and restart the job
C. Clear any -1018,1019, and -1022 errors in the backup/recovery host system log and restart the job
D. Clear any -1018,1019, and -1022 errors in the backup/recovery host application log and restart the job

**Correct Answers: B**

8: FDD Coffee Company has an environment consisting exclusively of RAID 5 LUNs. FDD is interested in a local backup solution. The replica used for backup should be available to recover the Source LUN in the event of corruption. The company also wishes to use local replicas for testing. Testing had a read/write ratio of 95/5. Three replicas of each Source LUN will be made and presented to three test hosts. The testing should have as little impact as possible on the production environment. The company also wishes to minimize the space requirements for the new solution. What is the best solution?
A. Use a Clone of each Source LUN for backup. Use 3 Snapshots of each Clone for testing
B. Use 3 Clones of each Source LUN for testing, and a Snapshot of each Source LUN for backups
C. Use 3 Clones of each Source LUN for testing, and an additional Clone of each Source LUN for backups
D. Use 3 Snapshots of each Source LUN for testing, and an additional Snapshot of each Source
LUN for backups

Correct Answers: A

9: XYZ Corporation has been using a CLARiiON to support the data requirements on its Windows 2000 File and Print Cluster. XYZ has just decided that it would create a more flexible environment if the servers booted from SAN. What will XYZ need to do to create a supported boot-from-SAN Windows 2000 Cluster environment?
A. Expand the existing LUNs and use the additional space to mirror the System and Boot Partitions
B. Create boot LUNs, add them to the existing Storage Group and mirror the System and Boot Partitions to the new LUNs
C. Add two new HBAs, add them to the existing Storage Group, create boot LUNs, add them to the existing Storage Group and mirror the System and Boot Partitions to the new LUNs
D. Add two new HBAs, manually register them, add them to a new Storage Group, create boot LUNs, add them to the new Storage Group and mirror the System and Boot Partitions to the new LUNs

Correct Answers: D

10: Consider the following configuration:
LUN 10 has a default owner of SPB.
LUN 10 is in Raid Group 3.
LUN 10 is in Host-A's storage group.
SPB displays Faulted in Navisphere.
There is a faulted drive in Raid Group 3.
Why is LUN 10 displayed under owned LUNs? in Navisphere?
A. Host-A has no failover software
B. A Hot Spare is active for Raid Group 3
C. A Hot Spare is not active for Raid Group 3
D. LUN 10 is configured for Auto Assignment

Correct Answers: A